Publish Your Reviews

Encouraging peer reviewers to publish their reviews alongside preprints

Benefits

1. Provide **context** for readers
2. Enable **reuse** of reviews
3. Make work of reviewing **visible**
4. Broaden **conversations** about papers
5. Catalyze a culture of **open feedback**

Supporting organizations

- BEV
- Hindawi
- PLOS
- eLife
- IntechOpen
- JGAP
- SciELO
- MBoc
- Acatro
- ArXiv
- HHMI
- Howard Hughes Medical Institute
- ARCA
- AUTHorea
- Journals
- Authorea
- AMV
- bioRxiv
- MediArXiv
- medRxiv
- Redalyc.org
- scienceOPEN
- COS
- Open Science
- CASPA
- CASPA
- DORA
- Plan S
- Wellcome
- F1000
- ASAPbio

publishyourreviews.org